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SPECIAL TOPIC — Optical field manipulation
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Based on angular amplitude modulation of orthogonal base vectors in common-path interference method, we propose
an interesting type of hybrid vector beams with unprecedented azimuthal polarization gradient and demonstrate in exper-
iment. Geometrically, the configured azimuthal polarization gradient is indicated by intriguing mapping tracks of angular
polarization states on Poincaré sphere, more than just conventional circles for previously reported vector beams. Moreover,
via tailoring relevant parameters, more special polarization mapping tracks can be handily achieved. More noteworthily,
the designed azimuthal polarization gradients are found to be able to induce azimuthally non-uniform orbital angular mo-
mentum density, while generally uniform for circle-track cases, immersing in homogenous intensity background whatever
base states are. These peculiar features may open alternative routes for new optical effects and applications.
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1. Introduction
Recent decades, vector beams have witnessed exponen-

tial increasement of research interests on itself.[1,2] Owing
to peculiar spatially variant polarization structures, vector
beams present many extraordinary optical properties, espe-
cially in tight-focusing aspect, such as optical needle and op-
tical chain,[3–5] etc.[6,7] These stunning optical properties pro-
vide great potential value in various application fields, includ-
ing super-resolution microscopy,[8] optical data storage and
encryption,[9] and laser fabrication,[10] etc.[11–14] Driven by
these outstanding features, constructing distinctive polariza-
tion structure has become one of topic issues.[15–17] Up to now,
diverse types of vector beams have been reported, for instance,
cylindrical vector beams,[18] vector beams with multiple po-
larization singularities,[19] and hybrid vector beams,[20–23]

etc.[24–26]

Hybrid vector beams are one significant and fascinat-
ing type of vector beams.[20–22] By superposition of a pair
of orthogonal linear polarization basis vectors carrying spi-
ral phase, Wang et al. proposed one kind of hybrid vector
beams for the first time.[20] Replacing linear polarization ba-
sis states with more general elliptically polarized basis vec-
tors, Xu et al. further produced arbitrary vector fields with

hybrid polarization state.[21] In addition, Gilad generated hy-
brid polarized beams by transmitting radially polarized light
through a wave plate,[22] and so on. Compared with lin-
early polarized vector beams, besides peculiar tight focusing
properties, hybrid vector beams may possess other especial
features. Remarkably, azimuthally varying polarized vector
beams have recently been demonstrated on its possibility of
carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) related to Pan-
charatnam phase.[27–31] Conceivably, for azimuthally varying
polarized vector beams, diverse azimuthal polarization gradi-
ents may give birth to various optical properties. Hence, con-
structing special azimuthal polarization variation is meaning-
ful for exploring new optical phenomena and effects. Geo-
metrically, azimuthal polarization gradient can be intuitively
indicated by projection track of angular polarization states
on Poincaré sphere.[31] Although various azimuthally vary-
ing polarized vector beams have been produced, up to now,
most of reported cases present circular tracks on Poincaré
sphere.[29–31]

As is well known, via the common-path interference
method, vector beams can be generated by superposition of
a pair of orthonormal polarization components carrying pre-
designed spatial phase structures.[32,33] That is, the electric
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field distribution can be expressed as follows:
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]
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where (r,ϕ) is the polar coordinate, u(r,ϕ) represents the
holistic complex amplitude being independent on polarization
structures, 𝑒α and 𝑒β are a pair of orthogonal basis vectors,
α0 and β0 denote the relative amplitude profiles of these two
basis vectors with |α0|2 + |β0|2 = 1, and δα and δβ are addi-
tional phase distributions attached by 𝑒α and 𝑒β , respectively.
From Eq. (1), we can know that for a preconcerted pair of ba-
sis vectors, tailoring relative amplitude and phase distributions
at distinct spatial positions will give birth to diverse polariza-
tion structures. However, until now, most of reported vector
beams focus on engineering relative phase distribution within
spatially uniform relative amplitude profiles, i.e., the ratio of
α0 and β0 being same over entire beam cross section.

In this paper, by unlocking relative amplitude modulation
along azimuthal coordinate, we design an intriguing kind of
hybrid vector beams with unprecedented azimuthal polariza-
tion gradient, i.e., non-circle mapping track, and demonstrate
few cases in experiment. The tailoring behavior of modula-
tion parameters on polarization gradient is explored in detail.
More strikingly, the designed angular polarization gradients
are found to be able to induce azimuthally non-uniform OAM
density within homogeneous intensity background regardless
of what base states are, while generally uniform OAM density
for vector beams exhibiting circular mapping tracks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the proposed scheme and discuss in detail
the tailoring behavior of modulation parameters on polariza-
tion gradient. In Section 3, we further study the orbital angu-
lar momentum induced by peculiar polarization gradient. In
Section 4, we demonstrate the generation of few hybrid vec-
tor beams in experiment. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 5.

2. Theoretical description
The azimuthal amplitude modulation we propose here is

described as

α0 (r,ϕ) = cos(lϕ +ϕ0) , β0 (r,ϕ) = sin(lϕ +ϕ0) , (2)

where l is coined as amplitude modulation factor and ϕ0 is ini-
tial phase with ϕ0 ∈ [0,π]. Considering the independence of
polarization structure on δα + δβ , hereinafter, only the cases

with δα =−δβ = mϕ are discussed without losing generality.
Therefore, we now get the electric field as

𝐸 = u(r,ϕ)
[

cos(lϕ +ϕ0)eimϕ𝑒α

+ sin(lϕ +ϕ0)e−imϕ𝑒β

]
. (3)

As seen in Eq. (3), for any pair of basis vectors (𝑒α , 𝑒β ), the
synthetic polarization structure is determined by parameters
(l,m,ϕ0). Obviously, according to whether l and m are zero,
we can classify synthetic beams into the following four cate-
gories.

(i) For cases of l = 0 and m = 0, the electric field will
correspondingly become 𝐸 = u(r,ϕ)[cosϕ0𝑒α + sinϕ0𝑒β ]. It
can be clearly known that the generated light beams are scalar
beams for arbitrary basis vectors (𝑒α , 𝑒β ). And the exact po-
larization state is determined by the value of ϕ0.

(ii) For cases of l = 0 while m 6= 0, if the initial angle
ϕ0 = 0, π/2 or π , only one base state has non-zero complex
amplitude, hence, the resulting beam is a scalar beam carry-
ing spiral phase. While for cases with ϕ0 6= 0, π/2, and π ,
conventional azimuthally varying polarized vector beams are
achieved as presented in Refs. [29–31]. In other words, the
previously reported cases can actually be viewed as special
cases of our general description. For these vector beams, the
polarization mapping tracks on Poincaré sphere display cir-
cular shape. The plane of circular track is perpendicular to
the connection line of the base vectors. And the central posi-
tion and diameter of circles are dependent on base vectors and
ϕ0.[30]

To illustrate and manifest corresponding properties of
vector beams intuitively, we present one case of (0, −1, π/4)
in Fig. 1(a). Without losing generality, here we take circu-
larly polarized base vectors as representative, i.e., (𝑒α , 𝑒β ) =

(𝑒R,𝑒L). As shown, the right- and left-hand polarized compo-
nents have the same intensity profile, while opposite for spiral
phase maps. Hence, the generated beam is the well-known
radial vector beam. The synthetic polarization structure is de-
picted in the third column, where red and blue ellipses repre-
sent right- and left-handed elliptical polarization ellipses for
s3 ≥ 0 and s3 ≤ 0, respectively. In calculations, we set the
global amplitude u(r,ϕ) as the 1st order Bessel Gaussian pro-
file, i.e., u(r,ϕ) = exp(−r2/w2

0)J1(2r/w0), where w0 = 9 mm
is the beam waist. Moreover, the evolution curve of normal-
ized Stokes parameters is plotted in the fourth column to show
polarization variation along the angular direction. Further, we
draw the polarization mapping track on the Poincaré sphere in
pink color in the fifth column. Meanwhile, we also present
the mapping track of another case (0, −1, π/6) in cyan color.
Visually, as mentioned above, various values of ϕ0 give differ-
ent radiuses. And both circle planes are perpendicular to the
linking line of the right- and left-handed circular polarization
states.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed scheme under circularly polarized basis vector. The cases (0, −1, π/4), (1, 0, 0), and (1, 1, π/4) are presented in
panels (a)–(c) in turn. The first and second columns display the intensity and phase profiles of right-(R) and left-handed (L) circular polarization states,
respectively. The synthetic polarization, normalized Stokes parameters along angular direction and polarization mapping tracks on Poincaré sphere are
depicted in the third to the fifth columns, respectively. The red and blue ellipses represent right- and left-handed polarization states, respectively.

(iii) For l 6= 0 while m = 0, the electric field is 𝐸 =

u(r,ϕ)[cos(lϕ +ϕ0)𝑒α + sin(lϕ +ϕ0)𝑒β ]. Therefore, the syn-
thetic light beams are also azimuthally varying polarized vec-
tor beams. Geometrically, the polarization mapping tracks on
Poincaré sphere are always meridian circles. However, distinct
to the cases in case (ii), the circular track will travel through
the two base vectors. As seen from case (1,0,0) depicted in
Fig. 1(b), a non-zero l gives non-uniform relative amplitude
ratio of two orthogonal components. Thus, a hybrid vector
beam having meridian mapping circle is constructed.

(iv) More noteworthily, when both l and m are non-zero,
i.e., l 6= 0 and m 6= 0, an unusual kind of vector beams will be
constructed, which is the most intriguing core of the proposed
scheme. As a representative, we give the case (1, −1, π/4) in
Fig. 1(c). Obviously, significantly different from circle projec-
tion tracks in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), there is a distinctive mapping
track seem like an infinity symbol in Fig. 1(c). The special
mapping tracks indicate straightly that the proposed scheme
can enable different polarization states on Poincaré sphere to
establish unprecedented connection, thus possess capability to
configurate intriguing azimuthal polarization gradient.

To reveal the modulation effect of l and m on azimuthal
polarization gradient, in Figs. 2(a)–2(h), we further depict
some cases with different l and m. As is well known, be-
sides Stokes parameters, any polarization state can be briefly
described by a set of angle coordinates (2ψ , 2χ) on Poincaré
sphere.[21,29] Here, 2ψ and 2χ stand for longitude and latitude

angles of polarization state, respectively. In the second row
of Fig. 2, we plot the varying curves of longitude and latitude
along azimuthal coordinate. According to the relationship of
Stokes parameters and longitude and latitude angles, we can
get the corresponding result as follows:

tan2ψ =− tan(2mϕ), sin2χ = cos(2lϕ +2ϕ0) . (4)

Comparing the results in Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(f) and in
Fig. 2(b) with Fig. 2(h), and together with more other cases,
it is found that for different sets of (l, m) with same ratio of
l/m, the polarization mapping tracks will share same shape.
And various ratios will give rise to diverse interesting shaped
tracks. Furthermore, via analyzing variation of longitude and
latitude angles along angular coordinate, we find that for cer-
tain ratio of l/m, the specific values of l and m decide the
polarization variation period along azimuthal coordinate, as
displayed in Figs. 2(a) and 2(f) as well as Figs. 2(b) and 2(h).
Moreover, we can get the fact that l determines the gradient of
latitude, and m together with l controls the gradient of longi-
tude. Here, it should be noted that though the tangent value of
longitude angle is only determined by m, owing to periodical
feature of tangent function, the longitude angle will have dis-
tinct varying curve associated with l, such as seen in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(e). In addition, comparing the result in Fig. 1(c) with
that in Fig. 2(a), it is found that ϕ0 plays a role of control-
ling position of mapping track on Poincaré sphere. All above-
mentioned features can be verified by more other cases.
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Fig. 2. Modulation effect of l and m on polarization gradient. The polarization structures, the polarization mapping tracks, and the evolution
curves of longitude and latitude angles along angular direction are depicted in the first to the third rows, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Hybrid vector beams under various base states. The red and blue ellipses represent right- and left-handed polarization states, respectively.

In fact, the aforementioned tailoring behavior of l and m

on polarization gradient applies to any orthogonal base vec-

tors. As shown in Fig. 3, it can be clearly seen that under dif-

ferent base vectors, when hybrid vector beams have same l/m,

the polarization mapping tracks will share same shape. And

the position of mapping track on Poincaré sphere depends on

the base vectors. Moreover, if we set arbitrary 𝑒α and 𝑒β as

north and south poles respectively, the modulation feature of l

and m on latitude and longitude angles is same as that under

circularly polarized base vectors. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), the

green points on Poincaré sphere stand for the chosen elliptical

polarized base states, and their longitude and latitude angles
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(2ψ , 2χ) are (π/3, −π/6) and (−2π/3, π/6), respectively.
According to the longitude and latitude angles (2ψ , 2χ), the
corresponding polarization states can be described based on
X–Y basis vectors as follows:

𝐸 (2ψ,2χ)

=
1√
2

[
sin(χ +π/4) e−iψ + cos(χ +π/4) eiψ

]
𝑒x

+ i
1√
2

[
sin(χ +π/4) e−iψ − cos(χ +π/4) eiψ

]
𝑒y. (5)

3. Non-uniform OAM density associated with
azimuthal polarization gradient
By analyzing OAM density of hybrid vector beams with

l 6=0 and m 6=0 in theory, we excitingly find that the proposed
azimuthal polarization gradient can induce fancy non-uniform
OAM density. As presented in Ref. [31], for azimuthally vary-
ing polarized vector beams, regardless of 𝑒α and 𝑒β , the z
component of OAM density comprises two parts associated
with azimuthal gradient,

lz = (𝑟×𝑝o
⊥)z ∝ u2 ∂Φ

∂ϕ
+u2 Im

[
α
∗ ∂α

∂ϕ
+β

∗ ∂β

∂ϕ

]
, (6)

where Φ represents the phase distribution and is correspond-
ing to (δα +δβ )/2 in our discussed cases. Besides, there is

α = cos(lϕ +ϕ0)eimϕ , β = sin(lϕ +ϕ0)e−imϕ . (7)

As shown in Eq. (6), the first term is induced by phase gradient
like conventional scalar vortex phase. In contrast, the second

term in Eq. (6) is associated with the polarization gradient in
the angular direction. By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), we
can obtain the polarization-gradient-related OAM density as
follows:

lz2 ∝ 2mcos(2lϕ +2ϕ0)u2. (8)

Remarkably, for azimuthally uniform amplitude distribution,
i.e., u(r,ϕ) = u(r), the polarization-gradient-related OAM
density is closely relevant to (l, m, ϕ0). Obviously, for the
cases with l = 0, the OAM density profile is spatially uni-
form, while for the cases with l 6= 0, the OAM density fea-
tures variation along the azimuthal coordinate ϕ0. Thus, a
non-zero l together with a non-zero m will give rise to the non-
uniform OAM density. And m plays a role on controlling the
maximum amplitude of the local OAM density. Additionally,
as seen from Eq. (8), the non-uniform OAM density has co-
sine distribution along the azimuthal coordinate, thus for the
cases with l 6= 0 and m 6= 0, the integral of the OAM density
over beam cross section is always zero, e.g., the total OAM is
zero. That is, we can achieve azimuthally variant OAM den-
sity under homogeneous intensity background, which is in fact
rare for conventional scalar and vector beams with azimuthally
varying polarization states as reported previously.[29–31] More-
over, holding the same intensity background, diverse OAM
density distributions can be achieved via tailoring aforemen-
tioned modulation parameters.
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Fig. 4. Polarization structures (upper) and transverse Poynting vector patterns (lower) of hybrid vector beams with (a)–(d): (0,−1,0), (0,−1,π/3),
(1,1,π/3), and (3,−1,0) under X–Y base vectors, (e): (1,1,π/3) under R–L base vectors, and (f): (3,−1,0) a pair of elliptical base vectors. The red
and blue ellipses represent right- and left-handed polarization states, respectively.

For illustration and considering the proportional relation

of linear momentum density with Poynting vector, in Fig. 4,

we show the transverse part of Poynting vector, i.e., transverse

energy flux density distribution, of a few cases under X–Y , R–

L, and a pair of elliptical base vectors. Here, the longitude

and latitude angles of the orthogonal elliptical base vectors

are (π/3, −π/6) and (−2π/3, π/6), respectively. The Poynt-

ing vector distribution can indirectly reflect the polarization-

gradient-related OAM density. As we can see, in Fig. 4(a),

owing to l = 0 and ϕ0 = 0, the vector beam degenerates into

an x-polarized scalar beam, therefore, the azimuthally uni-

form transverse Poynting vector totally originates from spiral

phase, where black arrows indicate the direction. For the case

with ϕ0 = π/3, a hybrid vector beam with circular mapping

track is constructed as shown in Fig. 4(b). Hence, the trans-

verse Poynting vector is induced by azimuthally varying po-
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larization structures and keeps cylindrical symmetry. Never-
theless, notably, the maximum value becomes lower than that
in Fig. 4(a), which is in consistent with the result in Ref. [31].
In contrast to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), in agreement with predic-
tions according to Eq. (8), a non-zero l = 1 in Fig. 4(c) and
l = 3 in Fig. 4(d) induces periodically inhomogeneous trans-
verse Poynting vector along azimuthal direction. And as ex-
pected, the variation period can be manipulated via adjusting
l. Moreover, comparing Fig. 4(c) with Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(d)
with Fig. 4(f), it is obviously seen that for same parameters,
though polarization structures are different under distinct base
vectors, the induced OAM density distributions have the same
patterns, which is consistent with our prediction. The unique
azimuthally inhomogeneous OAM density may draw different
phenomena in optical force and manipulation.

4. Experiment setup and results

To realize the proposed hybrid vector beams in experi-
ment, it is crucial to steer the relative amplitude profiles of
two orthogonal constituents. Considering this condition, we
employ the efficient experimental setup proposed by Liu et

al.,[34] as shown in Fig. 5. For detailed description on prin-
ciple, please refer to Section 2 in Ref. [34]. Note, in our ex-
periment, a half-wave plate (HWP3) and a quarter-wave plate
(QWP) are needed to transform the synthetic light beam into
aimed vector beam. To this end, the angles between x direc-

tion and fast axes of HWP3 and QWP need to be adjusted
properly in order to alter p and s components into arbitrary
prescribed basis vectors. The produced polarization structures
are measured via a polarization measuring system (PMS) pro-
posed in Ref. [35]. Using the encoding technique pioneered
in Ref. [36], both amplitude and phase information for any l,
m, and ϕ0 can be conveniently encoded onto one phase map
displayed in SLM.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup. BE: beam expansion module; HWP: half-wave
plate; PBS: polarizing beam splitter; M1–M4: mirrors; RAPM: right-angle
prism mirror; SLM: spatial light modulator; QWP: quarter-wave plate; L:
lens; F: spatial filter; PMS: polarization measuring system; CCD: charge
coupled device. Insets: (a) the computer-generated holograms and (b) the
measured intensity patterns of x and y components for the case (1,0,0) on
the base of X–Y basis vectors, i.e., radial vector beam.
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0) under elliptical basis vector Ep1 –Ep2 . The longitude and latitude of Ep1 and Ep2 on Poincaré sphere are (−π/3, π/3) and (2π/3, −π/3),
respectively. The measured intensity patterns of orthogonal basis vectors are shown in panels (a1)–(c1). Theoretical (left) and experimental
(right) results of Stokes parameters and produced polarization structures are depicted in panels (a2)–(c2) and (a3)–(c3) in turn. The red and
blue ellipses represent right- and left-handed polarization states, respectively.
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Figures 6(a)–6(c) exhibit the theoretical and experimen-
tal results of three representative cases under X–Y , R–L, and a
pair of elliptical basis vectors Ep1–Ep2 , respectively. The lon-
gitude and latitude of the chosen elliptical basis vectors Ep1–
Ep2 on Poincaré sphere are (−π/3, π/3) and (2π/3, −π/3),
respectively. The corresponding modulation parameters for
each case are in turn (1,−2,π/4), (2,−3,0), and (1,−1,0).
As shown in the figure, evidently, the generated polarization
structure as well as measured Stokes parameters are in good
agreement with the theoretical results, which provides a proof
of feasibility of the proposed scheme. The differences between
experimental and theoretical results, including the intensity
patterns and polarization structures, may owe to many factors,
including quality of laser beam, imaging quality of CCD, and
post-processing program, etc.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, based on angular amplitude modulation of

orthogonal base states, we propose and demonstrate an un-
usual type of hybrid vector beams with intriguing azimuthal
polarization gradient. Geometrically, the synthetic polariza-
tion structures here present unprecedented non-circle mapping
tracks on Poincaré sphere. Moreover, the polarization gra-
dient, i.e., polarization mapping tracks on Poincaré sphere,
can be simply and flexibly manipulated via arranging relevant
modulation parameters. More interestingly, the produced pe-
culiar azimuthal polarization gradient is found to able to in-
duce azimuthal non-uniform OAM density within homoge-
nous intensity background, while in general uniform for circle-
tracks cases. These features may provide a new way for focal
fields shaping and local OAM tailoring, etc.
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